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Royal Northern Sinfonia, orchestra
of Sage Gateshead, is the UK’s only
full-time chamber orchestra. Founded
in 1958, RNS has built a worldwide
reputation for the North East through
the quality of its music-making and
the immediacy of the connections
the musicians make with audiences.
The orchestra regularly flies the
flag for the region at major festivals,
including the BBC Proms, most
recently performing Handel’s Water
Music at Stage @theDock in
Hull – the first Prom performed
outside of London since 1930. They
appear frequently at venues and
festivals in Europe, including La
folle journée in Nantes. In recent
seasons they have toured to Vienna,
Budapest, Istanbul and Tokyo.
RNS has worked with many
international conductors and soloists
including Christian Tetzlaff, Sir Roger
Norrington, Paul McCreesh, Jess
Gillam, Nicholas McGegan, Mahan

Esfahani, Viktoria Mullova and Jessica
Cottis, and also collaborated with
leading popular voices such as Sting,
Ben Folds, John Grant, Mercury Rev,
Field Music and Maxïmo Park.
RNS has commissioned new music
by David Lang, John Casken,
Tansy Davies, Errollyn Wallen
and James Weeks amongst
others, and runs an annual Young
Composers Competition.
In order to engage with the widest
possible range of artists and
audience, in 2018 RNS founded its
inclusive ensemble RNS Moves,
and also increasingly programmes
accessible and relaxed performances
throughout the season.
RNS has always been actively
involved in local communities and in
education. This season the orchestra
will perform across the region in
Kendal, Middlesbrough, Carlisle,
Berwick and Sunderland, and will
once again take their Christmas

by Candlelight tour to regional
churches. Musicians support young
people learning musical instruments
through Sage Gateshead’s Centre for
Advance Training and through In
Harmony Newcastle.
royalnorthernsinfonia
RNSinfonia
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Please ensure that all mobile phones and
pagers are turned off. Photography and
recording are strictly prohibited during
performances. Our great acoustic means that
even slight sounds can seem much louder. If
you could help us to minimise unnecessary
noise levels that may be disturbing to other
patrons, such as crackling sweet wrappers,
we’d really appreciate it.
If you are suffering from a cough or cold, feel
free to ask one of our Customer Experience
Team members to reseat you close to the
doors in case you need to leave the hall.

Dinis Sousa
Principal Conductor

Dinis Sousa is Founder and Artistic
Director of Orquestra XXI, an
award-winning orchestra which
brings together some of the best
young Portuguese musicians from
around Europe. Orquestra XXI has
already established itself as one of
the leading performing groups in
Portugal, appearing regularly in its
main concert halls. Recent highlights
include opening the Gulbenkian
Foundation season and appearing at
Centro Cultural de Belém’s festival
“Dias da Música” for a televised
concert with Orquestra XXI and
the Gulbenkian Choir, performing
Schumann’s Das Paradies und die Peri.
Dinis has worked closely with
Sir John Eliot Gardiner and his
ensembles — the English Baroque
Soloists, Orchestre Révolutionnaire et
Romantique and the Monteverdi Choir
— culminating in his appointment as
the Monteverdi Choir & Orchestras’
first-ever Assistant Conductor. He

has also assisted Gardiner with
other orchestras including the
London Symphony Orchestra, Berlin
Philharmonic and Tonhalle Orchester
Zürich. Recent highlights include
co-conducting the Monteverdi Choir
in Berlioz’s Roméo et Juliette at the
BBC Proms, and touring with the
English Baroque Soloists to Colombia,
conducting several concerts of Bach’s
orchestral music. Elsewhere, he
assisted John Wilson for a production
of Cendrillon at Glyndebourne Festival.
As a guest conductor, recent and
forthcoming highlights include
projects with, Orchestre Symphonique
de Mulhouse, Orquesta Sinfonica
de Tenerife, Malta Philharmonic,
Portuguese Symphony Orchestra,
Madeira Chamber Orchestra and
conducting rehearsals with the
London Symphony Orchestra. Dinis’
core repertoire is firmly rooted in
the Classical to early Romantic
eras — with recent performances

of Beethoven, Berlioz, Brahms,
Schumann, Mozart — but also
regularly conducts a wide range of
music from Bach and Rameau through
to 20th century and new music.
Dinis studied conducting with Sian
Edwards and Timothy Redmond
and piano with Philip Jenkins and
Martin Roscoe at the Guildhall
School of Music and Drama, where
he was Conducting Fellow. While
at Guildhall, he conducted several
different projects, including Bach’s
St. John Passion at Milton Court and
a staged production of Harrison
Birtwistle’s Down by the Greenwood
Side at the Silk Street Theatre.
In recognition of his work
with Orquestra XXI, Dinis was
awarded the title of Knight of
the Order of Prince Henry
in Portugal.
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Elisabeth Leonskaja
Pianist

For decades now, Elisabeth Leonskaja
has been among the most celebrated
pianists of our time. In a world
dominated by the media, Elisabeth
Leonskaja has remained true to
herself and to her music, and in doing
so, is following in the footsteps of
the great Russian musicians of the
Soviet era, such as David Oistrakh,
Sviatoslav Richter and Emil Gilels,
who never wavered in their focus on
the quintessence of music despite
working in a very difficult political
environment. Her almost legendary
modesty still makes her somewhat
media-shy today. Yet as soon as she
walks out on the stage, audiences
can sense the force behind the fact
that music is and always has been
her life’s work. Born in Tbilisi, Georgia,
to a Russian family, she gave her
first concerts as early as age 11. Her
exceptional talent soon brought her to
study at the Moscow Conservatory.
While still a student at the
Conservatory, she won prizes in
the prestigious Enescu, Marguerite
Long and Queen Elizabeth
international piano competitions.
Elisabeth Leonskaja’s musical
development was shaped or
influenced to a decisive degree by
her collaboration with Sviatoslav
Richter. The master recognized her
exceptional talent and fostered
her development not only through
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teaching and musical advice, but also
by inviting her to play numerous duets
with him. A memorable musical event!
The musical partnership and personal
friendship between Sviatoslav Richter
and Elisabeth Leonskaja endured
until Richter’s death in the year 1997.
In 1978 Elisabeth Leonskaja left the
Soviet Union and made her new
home in Vienna. Her sensational
performance at the Salzburg Festival
in 1979 marked the beginning of
her steadily blossoming career as
a concert pianist in the west.
In addition to her many solo
engagements, chamber music
remains an important part of her work.
She has performed many times with
string quartets, such as the Belcea,
Borodin Artemis and Jerusalem
quartets. She also had a longstanding
musical friendship with the Alban
Berg Quartet, and their piano
quintet recordings are legendary.
Numerous recordings bear
testimony to the outstanding artistic
achievements of this pianist and
she has been awarded prizes such
as the Caecilia Prize for her Brahms
piano sonatas, or the Diapason d´Or
for her recordings of works by Liszt.
Other significant recordings include
the Tchaikovsky Piano Concertos
with the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra under Kurt Masur, the
Chopin Piano Concertos with the

Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
under Vladimir Ashkenazy, and the
Shostakovich Piano Concertos with
the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra.
Leonskaja’s most recent CD
recordings appeared on the Berlin
based Label eaSonus (www.easonus.
com). “Paris”, with works by Ravel,
Enescu and Debussy, was named
the Solo Recording of the Year
2014 by the ICMA Jury. “Saudade”,
an homage to Russian culture with
works by Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich
and Rachmaninoff, was released in
November 2017. A complete recording
of Franz Schubert’s piano sonatas in
two volumes of four CDs each has
been available since April 2016 and
May 2019 respectively. A double-CD
with variations and sonatas by Robert
Schumann followed in January 2020.
In her second homeland, Austria,
Elisabeth Leonskaja is an honorary
member of the Vienna Konzerthaus.
In 2006 she was awarded the Austrian
Cross of Honor for Science and
Art, First Class, for her outstanding
service to the culture of the country.
It is the highest award in Austria. In
Georgia, she was named Priestess
of Art in 2016, this country’s highest
artistic honor. In 2020 she received
the International Classical Music
(ICMA) Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Principal Partners
support the work
of Royal Northern
Sinfonia through an
association with one of
the orchestra’s Section
Leaders or Principal
Chairs. If you would
like more information,
please contact Natalie
Heath, Individual Giving
Officer on
0191 443 5038.
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Ludwig Van Beethoven (1770 - 1827)
Coriolan Overture, Op. 62
Although it’s known Ludwig van
Beethoven was a keen reader
of Shakespeare’s plays, it was
not the Coriolanus of the Bard of
Avon that inspired this dynamic
overture, but another theatrical
interpretation of the rise and fall of
the heroic ancient Roman rebel which
originated much closer to home.
An Austrian friend, Heinrich von Collin,
was, in addition to his day job as a
civil servant, an aspiring dramatist. His
realisation of the legendary exploits of
Coriolanus, which he entitled Coriolan,
first hit the stage in 1802. Beethoven
was a man perpetually inspired by the
spirit of revolution, but it was to be
another five years before he put quill
to paper in homage to his friend’s play.
Coriolan the drama, hailed by many
- and probably condemned by
more - as ‘philosophical’, only held
the public’s imagination for about
three years before being shelved

by theatre producers. However, it
was revived in the spring of 1807
for one special performance in
the presence of the nobility, and
probably as a private platform for
Beethoven’s particular creation.
Contemporary accounts say that
Coriolan, with Beethoven’s overture,
was performed at the palace of one
of the composer’s aristocratic patrons,
referred to only as that of Prince L.
Collin’s drama tells of the terrible
quandary facing Coriolanus: whether
or not, on the brink of victory,
to launch a vengeful assault on
Rome, his birthplace. This resolve
is relentlessly undermined by his
mother Volumnia’s pleas for him to
spare the city - and this hesitation
eventually seals the fate of Coriolanus.
Beethoven’s acute sensibility to this
moral conundrum is dramatically
displayed in his forceful overture. The
violent opening chords express the

hero’s determination for vengeance,
while the work’s second subject
conveys an altogether different mood,
one reflecting his mother’s pitiful
entreaties to show mercy. These
oppositions are in conflict throughout
the piece, and Coriolanus’s realisation
that this dilemma and his eventual
bowing to Volumnia’s will must
condemn him to death is movingly
conveyed in the concluding passages
as they limp towards the overture’s
subdued and tragic conclusion.
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Prince L
Scholars believe this is a reference to either
Prince Lobowkowitz or Prince Lichnowsky,
both ardent supporters of Beethoven’s
work, and the play could have been staged
at either of their residences.

Robert Schumann (1810 - 1856)
Piano Concerto in A minor, Op.54
Allegro affettuoso - Intermezzo: Andante grazioso - Allegro vivace
Robert Schumann, a talented pianist
until a crippled finger put paid to any
career as a soloist, had no time for
what he called ‘the gladiators of the
keyboard’, the fashionable players of
his day whose bravura performances
were long on technique and display
and short of emotional commitment.
Wagner had sneered that, as
a composer, Schumann was a
miniaturist incapable of tackling
extended musical forms. But
Schumann was to prove otherwise
in his Piano Concerto in A minor, a
work which served as a watershed
between the Classical and Romantic
styles in the way it turned away from
the formal relationship between the
piano and orchestra and instead
linked with individual instruments
which, as he put it, no longer left
the orchestra as a mere spectator.
The concerto is also remarkable for
its ability to develop, from only a
short theme stated at the outset of

the first movement, a wealth of rich,
lyrical material and rhythmic variation
which is sustained throughout the
work. Schumann’s skills are also
demonstrated through the unity of
the concerto, bearing in mind that the
first movement had been composed
four years before the other two – as
a fantasia for piano and orchestra
– then set aside. Schumann’s
wife, Clara, then one of the most
celebrated pianists in Europe,
performed the completed work with
the Gewandhaus Orchestra in Leipzig
at an 1846 New Year’s Day concert.
The dramatic opening of the
Allegro affettuoso gives way to
the poignant falling ‘Clara theme’
– one of the composer’s many
cryptic notational tributes to his
beloved – which is taken up by the
woodwind and then embellished
by the piano and orchestra. The
development offers a set of variations
in a gentler, more reflective mood
and a recapitulation leads to the
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cadenza which, with its slow, almost
sombre pace, was not improvised
but written out by Schumann himself
– so preventing those keyboard
gladiators getting too carried away.
The Intermezzo is gentle in contrast
to the first movement. A coda then
allows the piano and orchestra to
toy around with the rhythm before
swinging, without a break, into a
lively finale which sparkles with tricky
syncopations and brilliant runs.

Allegro affettuoso
Lively and with affection.

cadenza
An impressive flourish or display for
the soloist, usually unaccompanied
and sometimes improvised.

coda
The Italian word means tail-piece.
A musical display which rounds off
a movement and often includes
material heard earlier.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)
Symphony No.40 in G minor, K550
Molto allegro - Andante - Menuetto & Trio (Allegretto) - Finale: Allegro assai

This sublime symphony was the
second of the three Mozart swiftly
composed in that Viennese summer of
1788. The Symphony in G minor, K550,
represents a milestone in the history
of music because here Mozart was
able to infuse the formal structure of
the Classical symphony with a new
emotionally-charged expressiveness,
the like of which audiences had
never before experienced.
This symphony heralded the dawn
of the Romantic era and was to be
revered by 19th-century composers,
in particular Robert Schumann, as
a pioneering and example-setting
work. It was once thought that the
symphony was never performed
in Mozart’s lifetime, but the fact
that shortly after its composition
he produced a revised version,
which introduced his much-loved
clarinets and rearranged the oboe
parts, indicates that he had heard it
performed and wanted to make some
adjustments. Mozart - adaptable
as ever when in dire financial
straits - could have been tailoring
it for one particular ensemble.
Unusually for the period, the
symphony opens Molto allegro
with the movement’s main

theme, discarding the tradition
that the full orchestra should first
offer an introduction to it. This
memorable melody - at times
wistful, but more often agitated
and restless - gives way briefly to
a more tranquil and melancholic
theme before returning and
becoming intricately and excitingly
developed by the full orchestra.
The Andante which follows is one
of Mozart’s most expressive and
poignant slow movements. Its
haunting theme, incorporating
anguished sighs on a descending
scale for woodwinds, embraced by
soaring strings, rates highly on the
‘tingle-factor’ scale for audiences.
The restless mood returns in the
Allegretto with a rather stroppy and
defiant march-like minuet, interrupted
only briefly by a more graceful trio
section. The finale, marked Allegro
assai, is impatient and almost
aggressive in its determination to force
the pace of the orchestra. This results
in some colourful and energetic
playing as the themes are developed
in readiness for a dazzling climax.
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Allegro assai
Very lively.

clarinets
Writing home from Mannheim to
his father, Leopold, in Salzburg in
1778, the young Wolfgang enthused:
“Oh, if only we had clarinets! You
can’t guess the lordly effect of a
symphony with flutes, oboes and
clarinets”.

2020-23 Crisis,
Recovery
and Renaissance
campaign
The Covid-19 pandemic has created
a financial emergency for Sage
Gateshead. In 2020/21. 80% of our
income was affected, and we had
to adapt our organisation. We have
weathered the storm thanks to the
support of many generous people
and organisations, and the investment
from Arts Council England and DCMS.
Our sincerest thanks to you all.
Looking ahead, the impact of the
pandemic will be felt deeply. We are
determined to play a proactive role
in our region’s recovery. Meanwhile,
operational and financial challenges
continue, with our box office and
trading income set to be half of that in
a pre-Covid year. This year, we again
need to raise £1 million through our
Crisis, Recovery and Renaissance
campaign, to ensure we can continue
to share world-class music by
artists from all genres, support our
communities’ health and wellbeing,
and create vital artist development
and inspiring educational
opportunities. If you’d like to help Sage
Gateshead, please donate online on
www.sagegatehead.com/support or
get in touch with
Natalie.Heath@sagegateshead.com.

Public Funding

Trust and Foundation Supporters
29th May 1961 Charitable Trust, Ambache Trust, Austin and Hope Pilkington
Charitable Trust, The Barbour Foundation, Catherine Cookson Charitable Trust, Clore
Duffield Foundation, Community Foundation Tyne & Wear and Northumberland,
Daiwa Foundation, The D’Oyly Carte Charitable Trust; Esmée Fairbairn Foundation,
Foyle Foundation, Garfield Weston Foundation, The Hadrian Trust, Hays Travel
Foundation, Kavli Trust, LNER Customer and Communities Investment Fund,
The Marchus Trust, National Lottery Community Fund, Netherton Park Trust, The
Percy Hedley 1990 Trust, Persimmon Building Future, PRS Foundation, The Shears
Foundation, Sir James Knott Trust, St Nicholas’ Educational Trust, Stuart Halbert
Foundation, Vardy Foundation, W A Handley Charity Trust, Wolfson Foundation,
Youth Music.

Platinum Corporate Partners

Gold Corporate Partners

Silver Corporate Partners

We want to sincerely thank our
Founding Patrons, Founding
Endowment Donors, Principal
Partners, RNS Supporters, Friends
of RNS, Sage Circle members and
Sage Supporters as well as all our
Sage Gateshead Ambassadors,
Champions, Promoters, Advocates,
Affiliates and Associates and
everybody who has supported
our 2020-23 Crisis, Recovery and
Renaissance campaign through
ticket top-ups and donations.

Bronze Corporate Partners
Biffa Waste Services, Northern Elevator, Pioneer
Foodservice, Solution Group, Zerolight

North Music Trust is
a registered charity
(No. 1087445).

Join us this Autumn
Join us for more great music with Royal Northern Sinfonia
and visiting artists this autumn. More concerts are being
announced regularly, so keep an eye out for updates.

RNS Moves
Friday 29 October
8pm | Sage Two

Nordic Magic
Friday 5 November
7.30pm | Sage One

Classical Immersion
Saturday 13 November
8pm | Sage One

Norrington Presents: Dr
Haydn’s London Academy
Thursday 18 November
7.30pm | Sage One & Streamed Live

The People’s Requiem
Sunday 28 November
4pm | Sage One

Book Now at sagegateshead.com

